
 

 
 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 22/079 

ADVERTISER Leo Molloy 

ADVERTISEMENT Leo Molloy, Facebook  

DATE OF MEETING 31 March 2022 

OUTCOME Decline to Adjudicate  

 
 
Summary of the Chair’s Decision  
In accordance with the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) policy for unpaid election 
advertising, the Chair declined to adjudicate the complaint. 
 
Description of Advertisement 
The Facebook post on the Leo Molloy page has an image which compares Auckland mayoral 
candidates Viv Beck and Efeso Collins against Leo Molloy. The text states "Viv Beck + Efeso 
Collins = more of the same" with cross bullet points, "controlled by party bosses", "career 
politicians", "more reckless spending & waste". Next to this, under "Leo Molly", it states 
"strong, independent leadership", "real world experience in business", "financial discipline 
and transparency". The accompanying caption emphasises Leo Molloy's values in 

comparison to the other mayoral candidates. 
 
Complaint: This complaint relates to the claim Viv Beck is both (a) 'controlled by party 
bosses' and (b) a career politician as in the ad. This is a clear breach of Rule 2 (b) of the 
Advertisers Standards Code around truthful presentation. (a) 'Controlled by Party Bosses' - 
the imputation being a 'party boss' is some form of person in some senior or leadership 
within political party (either local or central government-focussed, or both) to which Ms Beck 
is either a member of or is claiming to represent. Ms Beck is clearly an independent 
candidate for Mayor (https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/heart-of-the-city-boss-viv-beck-standing-
forauckland- mayoralty-and-pledging-to-scrap-regional-fuel-tax/) - as noted in this NZ Herald 
article dated 7 March where Bernard Orsman interviewed her that "she is standing as an 
independent for the mayoralty" and "not a member of any political party." Unless Mr Molloy's 
campaign has any evidence that she is controlled by party bosses this ad cannot be allowed 
to stand. (b) A career politician - the imputation here being that Ms Beck has (a) been 
elected to office at local or central government level and (b) has made a career from it, or 
has demonstrated some continued involvement in politics as a career. Ms Beck has never 
been a political candidate, nor been elected as a politician, in her life. This part of the ad 
cannot be allowed to stand. 
 
Information from the Advertiser 
The Advertiser confirmed the content was not paid advertising and was an organic post on 
Leo Molloy’s Facebook page. 
 
ASA Guidance on election advertising  
The Chair referred to the ASA Guide on Election and Referenda Advertising from 2020 which 
states in part the ASA deals with “complaints about paid election advertising in media not 
covered by the Broadcasting Standards Authority Election Programmes Code … The ASA 
will decline to adjudicate on complaints about posts on branded social media pages (referred 
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to as organic posts) or websites from political parties, candidates, and election-related 
advocacy groups.” This includes Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, TikTok etc. 
 
Chair’s Ruling 
The Chair said the ASA Governance Board had confirmed this approach will also apply to 
local body election advertising in 2022. 
 
The Chair noted the ASA runs a voluntary codes and complaints process within the 
framework for legal advertising. For both general and local body elections, its focus is on paid 
advertising. 
 
In making this change for the 2020 general election, the ASA Guide on Election and 
Referenda Advertising said: 
 

“Context is a key part of assessing a breach of the advertising codes. In an election 
year, if consumers choose to visit or follow websites or branded social media pages 
from political parties, candidates, and election-related advocacy groups, they need to 
be aware the content is presented from a particular perspective and should be viewed 
in that context.  This content may also be shared with them by people they know, but 
that is outside the control of advertiser. 
 
The ASA encourages all advertisers to refer to the Advertising Standards Codes to 
support responsible advertising when developing advertisements.” 

 
The Chair confirmed the Facebook post was not paid for and it was organic content on the 
Leo Molloy Facebook page. 
 
In accordance with the ASA policy for unpaid election advertising, the Chair declined to 
adjudicate the complaint. 
 
Chair’s Ruling: Decline to Adjudicate 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPEAL INFORMATION 

According to the procedures of the Advertising Standards Complaints Board, all 
decisions are able to be appealed by any party to the complaint. Information on 
our Appeal process is on our website www.asa.co.nz. Appeals must be made in 
writing with notification of the intent to appeal lodged within 14 calendar days of 
receipt of the written decision.  The substantive appeal application must be lodged 
with the ASA within 21 calendar days of receipt of the written decision. 
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